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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc

1 Report Information

Client Information

Client Name xxxxxxxxx xx

Client Phone xxx xxx xxxx

Property Information

Approximate Year 

Built

N/A

Approximate Square 

Footage

N/A

Number of Bedroom(s) 

- Bath(s)

44 Bdrms / 2 Multi showers & 2 lavs.

Building Direction East
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2 Report Summary Page

Recommend installation of new smoke and carbon monoxide detectors as soon as possible.  Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a 

tasteless, colourless and odourless poisonous gas. It is produced when fuels such as natural gas, oil, wood, propane and 

kerosene don’t get enough air to burn up completely. Damaged or blocked venting inside home heating systems can allow CO 

to build up inside a home. Statistics show that over 15% of incidents investigated at private dwellings or residential locations 

involved CO.  Fire is the third leading cause of accidental death in Canada. Approximately 85% of fire deaths occur in the home, 

and most are due to smoke inhalation. Properly installed and maintained smoke detectors (alarms) are the first line of defence 

to warn you of a fire in time for you to escape. Think of them as an early warning system to help save lives! 

CommentCondition#Section

Roofing 6 () The roof covering at the gable portion showed normal wear for 

its age and appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

the inspection. Sealing cool top / asphalt based material is 

recommended to prolong the life of the shingles.

() The general condition of the flat roof showed signs of 

weathering and aging. Standing water / Roof ponding was 

observed in several areas.  Regular maintenance and / or repair is 

recommended to the flat roof area. This usually consists of 

covering all exposed areas with additional flashing material, 

repairing or sealing any seams, any cracks in the flashing, or any 

cracks in the roofing material. Given this condition, it is possible 

that the roof has leaked at one time.  Recommend further 

evaluation by a qualified roofing contractor. The inspector cannot 

offer an opinion as to whether the roof leaks today unless it is 

moderately raining at the time of inspection. Client should obtain 

full disclosure / history information from the seller.         

Roofing 7 () Sealing is needed at all vent pipes, chimney, wall and valley 

seams, and any other through roof projections to reduce the 

possibility of water penetration. Pay close attention at flat roof 

section.   

Roofing 8 () Loose mortar joints / minor settling cracks were observed at the 

visible portion of the chimney. No immediate concerns were noted 

at the time of inspection. Recommend sealing all areas to prevent 

possible water intrusion.

() The chimney and / or flue did not have a rain cap installed. 

Recommend a cap be installed during normal chimney 

maintenance.  For further assistance, client is advised to consult 

with a qualified contractor.            

Roofing 9 () The gutters appeared to have leaves and / or debris at the time 

of the inspection. Suggest cleaning and removal of debris on a 

regular basis. 

() Missing downspout(s) and/or extensions were observed.       

Grounds 10 () Poor site drainage or grading was observed at south side.  We 

recommend re-grading uneven areas to assure water drainage 

away from the building.  Failure to re-grade low-lying areas at the 

foundation can cause water seepage under slabs, into the 

basement / crawlspace, and / or cracks or movement in the 
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foundation.  Client should consult a grading or landscaping 

contractor.         

Grounds 11 () The driveway material is asphalt. Depressions and cracks were 

observed. Standing water was observed at the sub surface 

drainage. No immediate concerns were noted at the time of 

inspection. Corrective work should be considered at some point.  

Grounds 12 () The walkway showed evidence of poor drainage and / or 

ponding. Walkway should be sloped to allow for proper drainage. 

This condition can also cause water penetration at foundations, 

crawl spaces, and basements.  For further assistance, client is 

advised to consult with a licensed contractor.   

Grounds 14 () Large tree or trees were too close to the property.  These trees 

may need to be removed to reduce the possibility of damage to 

the foundation, waste drains, and / or roofing components.

Exterior 15 () Settlement was observed at the concrete built front porch.  

Although no immediate concern was observed at the time of 

inspection, recommend sealing along wall, or any settled areas.  

Over time, settlement can cause water penetration at the building 

wall.  Client should consider corrective work at some point.  For 

further assistance client is advised to consult with a licensed 

masonry contractor.

() Note: Steel awning (overhead cover) showed signs of extensive 

corrosion and / or water related damage. The structure is 

considered to be unstable. Corrective work is recommended by a 

licensed contractor.             

Exterior 16 () The back porch material is concrete. Minor settlement was 

observed at the back porch.  Although no immediate concern was 

observed at the time of inspection, recommend sealing along wall, 

or any settled areas.  Over time, settlement can cause water 

penetration at the building wall.  

() Note: Steel awning (overhead cover) showed signs of extensive 

corrosion and / or water related damage. Corrective work is 

recommended by a licensed contractor.    

Exterior 19 () The visible and accessible areas of the exterior siding material 

is cinder blocks. Minor cracks / settlement and / or loose mortar 

joints in the exterior cinder blocks siding was observed.  

Recommend repair / maintenance as needed to prevent possible 

rain water penetration.  For further assistance client is advised to 

consult with a qualified contractor.       

Exterior 20 () The visible and accessible areas of the exterior trim is metal. 

The exterior wood trim was weathered. Caulking and sealing is 

recommended at exterior trim areas, windows, and doors to 

reduce possible rainwater entry. Caulking and sealing should be 

performed on a regular basis. Where present, the material under 

metal or vinyl trim was not visible and the condition could not be 

determined.          

Exterior 21 () The windows are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. 

The panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 
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inspection. 

() Picture / fixed windows at the main entry door area showed 

signs of significant corrosion to the steel framing. The framing 

appeared to be part of the building's structure. Based on the 

conditions observed, the steel framing is considered to be 

structurally unstable. Corrective work should be performed by a 

licensed / qualified contractor.    

Exterior 22 () The exterior door(s) are metal. The doors appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of the inspection. Self closing 

devices appeared to be missing / damaged on some doors. 

Recommend installation of self closing devices on all exterior 

doors.  

Kitchen 31 () The kitchen faucet leaked / dripped at the time of the inspection.  

Repair is recommended.    

Main Bathroom 40 () The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.

() The sinks water shut off valve/s at the men's bathroom 

appeared to have a minor leak. Recommend repair / replacement 

as needed.          

Main Bathroom 41 () The men's showers appeared to be in serviceable condition at 

the time of inspection.

() The women's showers showed evidence of extensive moisture 

damage to the wall / floor tiles. Due to conditions observed, 

hidden damage may exist in areas not visible or readily 

accessible.  Recommend further evaluation and repair as needed 

by a qualified / licensed contractor.                

Main Bathroom 42 () The men's and women's toilets were loose at the floor (5 total). 

While this condition is somewhat common, it can increase the 

likelihood that some water penetration may occur at the base / 

wax seal area of the floor.  Recommend securing / repair as 

needed.

() The men's urinals appeared to be leaking at the waste drain 

area. Corrective work is recommended by a licensed plumber.       

Heating - Air 52 () The boiler is past the end of its useful life. Evidence of water 

leakage was observed under the boiler. The source of the leakage 

was not determined at the time of inspection as it requires 

destructive methods. Client should consider replacement with a 

modern unit conforming to modern safety standards and 

efficiencies. For further assistance, client is advised to consult 

with a licensed heating and cooling contractor.

() Material similar to the insulation or flue sealant present has 

been known to contain asbestos. Asbestos was commonly used 

in older heating systems.  Determining the presence of asbestos 

can only be confirmed by bulk testing. This is beyond the scope of 

this inspection. 

() Gas leakage was detected at the furnace's shut off valve. 

Pressure testing or evaluation of fuel lines is outside the scope of 

this home inspection.  Client is advised to contact a licensed 

plumber for corrective work.              
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Plumbing 62 () The water heater was operable at the time of inspection. This 

does not however guarantee future performance, operation, or 

condition.

() Note: the flue / exhaust pipe appeared to be corroded. 

Recommend replacement. Consult with a licensed HVAC 

contractor for further assistance.  

() Note: Leakage was observed at the holding tank. The likely 

cause of the leakage may be due to the use of two dissimilar 

metallic water lines without a dielectric union which will create a 

galvanic reaction (corrosion). Corrective work should be 

considered at some point.

     

Electrical 70 () GFIC (Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit) receptacles (a safety 

device for outlets near water) are recommended at all 

bathroom(s), kitchen, and exterior.

() Unprofessional / unsafe wiring was observed at the exterior of 

the building.  Recommend further evaluation and repair as 

needed by a licensed electrician.     

Foundation 74 () Typical of this style building, the inspector was unable to fully 

inspect the foundation walls and floors due to the finished interior 

components.  Areas behind the finished walls and ceilings were 

concealed and were not visible or accessible for inspection. Minor 

settling cracks were observed. No immediate concerns were 

noted at the time of inspection. The general condition of the 

visible and accessible areas of the foundation walls and floors 

appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of the 

inspection. See grounds section for more information. Paint or a 

waterproof coating  applied to the exterior of the foundation walls 

appeared to be peeling or deteriorated. Sealing / painting of the 

exterior foundation walls is recommended.  

Unit No. 101 75 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  

The panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No 

immediate concerns were noted at the time of inspection. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

Unit No. 108 111 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection. This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition.

() Note: Adequate clearance between all combustible materials 

and baseboards must be maintained at all times.    

Unit No. 110 120 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  

The panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should 

be considered. 

Unit No. 111 126 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.
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() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition.  

() Note: Smoke / fire alarm appeared to be missing at the time of 

inspection. Consult with a qualified contractor for further 

assistance.  

Unit No. 114 141 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition. 

() Note: the fire / smoke alarm detector appeared to be missing at 

the time of inspection.   

Unit No. 118 160 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  

The panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should 

be considered. 

Unit No. 120 174 () The general condition of the visible and accessible interior 

walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared 

to be missing at the time of inspection. Recommend installation of 

a proper self closing device for added fire safety.

Unit No. 204 191 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection with the exception of the receptacle at the west wall. 

Reversed polarity was noted at the time of inspection. 

Recommend corrective work by a licensed electrician.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition.  

Unit No. 207 206 () Damaged receptacle outlet/s was observed. Recommend 

replacement by a licensed electrician.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition.  

Unit No. 208 211 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() Note: unprofessional / unsafe wiring was observed at the unit. 

Recommend corrective work by a licensed electrician.  

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not 

an indication of future operation or condition.  

Unit No. 211 225 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. 

The thermal pane window(s) appeared to have lost  their thermal 

seal.  Moisture, fogging, and hazing are common signs of this 

condition.  While mostly cosmetic, this condition is generally not 
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repairable.  Correction would require replacement of the 

window(s) or window pane(s). The window/s were difficult to 

operate / lock. The likely cause of the condition is improper / poor 

installation. No immediate concerns were noted at the time of 

inspection. Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

Unit No. 214 240 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  

The panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should 

be considered. 

Unit No. 217 255 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. 

The window was difficult to operate and appeared to be damaged. 

The likely cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

Unit No. 220 270 () The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. 

The window was difficult to operate and appeared to be damaged. 

The likely cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

Unit No. 220 271 () The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was not operational at time of inspection. 

Corrective work by a licensed electrician is recommended.  

Unit No. 221 279 () Evidence of moisture / water related damage was observed at 

the ceiling. The likely cause of the leakage may be due to the 

poor drainage at the flat roof section. The inspector did not 

observe any indication of a leakage at the time of inspection. 

Recommend monitoring area as corrective work may be 

necessary. The general condition of the visible and accessible 

interior walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time 

of the inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared 

to be operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

3 Roofing

Roof Covering

() The roof was inspected by walking the safe and accessible areas.  ***1) Method of Inspection

() The main roof was constructed with a gable and flat style design.    ***2) Roof Style

() The primary roofing material is rolled roofing.  ***3) Roofing Material(s)

() One layer of roof shingles appeared to be present at the time of 

inspection.    
***4) Number of Layers

() The estimated age of the gable part of the roof is 7-9 years.  

() The estimated age of the roof is 9-11 years.  
***5) Estimated Age 

(based on roof 

condition)

() The roof covering at the gable portion showed normal wear for its 

age and appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of the 

inspection. Sealing cool top / asphalt based material is 

recommended to prolong the life of the shingles.

() The general condition of the flat roof showed signs of weathering 

and aging. Standing water / Roof ponding was observed in several 

areas.  Regular maintenance and / or repair is recommended to the 

flat roof area. This usually consists of covering all exposed areas 

with additional flashing material, repairing or sealing any seams, 

any cracks in the flashing, or any cracks in the roofing material. 

Given this condition, it is possible that the roof has leaked at one 

time.  Recommend further evaluation by a qualified roofing 

contractor. The inspector cannot offer an opinion as to whether the 

roof leaks today unless it is moderately raining at the time of 

inspection. Client should obtain full disclosure / history information 

from the seller.         

R6) General Roof 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

() Sealing is needed at all vent pipes, chimney, wall and valley 

seams, and any other through roof projections to reduce the 

possibility of water penetration. Pay close attention at flat roof 

section.   

R7) Flashing Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

() Loose mortar joints / minor settling cracks were observed at the 

visible portion of the chimney. No immediate concerns were noted 

at the time of inspection. Recommend sealing all areas to prevent 

possible water intrusion.

() The chimney and / or flue did not have a rain cap installed. 

Recommend a cap be installed during normal chimney 

maintenance.  For further assistance, client is advised to consult 

with a qualified contractor.            

R8) Chimney

() The gutters appeared to have leaves and / or debris at the time of 

the inspection. Suggest cleaning and removal of debris on a regular 

basis. 

() Missing downspout(s) and/or extensions were observed.       

MT9) Gutter - Downspouts 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

4 Grounds

Grading

() Poor site drainage or grading was observed at south side.  We 

recommend re-grading uneven areas to assure water drainage 

away from the building.  Failure to re-grade low-lying areas at the 

foundation can cause water seepage under slabs, into the 

basement / crawlspace, and / or cracks or movement in the 

foundation.  Client should consult a grading or landscaping 

contractor.         

R10) Grading Condition

Driveways - Sidewalks - Walkways

() The driveway material is asphalt. Depressions and cracks were 

observed. Standing water was observed at the sub surface 

drainage. No immediate concerns were noted at the time of 

inspection. Corrective work should be considered at some point.  

R11) Driveway -  

Condition

() The walkway showed evidence of poor drainage and / or ponding. 

Walkway should be sloped to allow for proper drainage. This 

condition can also cause water penetration at foundations, crawl 

spaces, and basements.  For further assistance, client is advised to 

R12) Walkway - 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 4 Grounds

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

consult with a licensed contractor.   

() N/A  NA13) Retaining Walls 

Condition

Vegetation

() Large tree or trees were too close to the property.  These trees 

may need to be removed to reduce the possibility of damage to the 

foundation, waste drains, and / or roofing components.

R14) Trees - shrubs 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

5 Exterior

Front - Back Entrance

() Settlement was observed at the concrete built front porch.  

Although no immediate concern was observed at the time of 

inspection, recommend sealing along wall, or any settled areas.  

Over time, settlement can cause water penetration at the building 

wall.  Client should consider corrective work at some point.  For 

further assistance client is advised to consult with a licensed 

masonry contractor.

() Note: Steel awning (overhead cover) showed signs of extensive 

corrosion and / or water related damage. The structure is 

considered to be unstable. Corrective work is recommended by a 

licensed contractor.             

R15) Front Porch 

Condition

() The back porch material is concrete. Minor settlement was 

observed at the back porch.  Although no immediate concern was 

observed at the time of inspection, recommend sealing along wall, 

or any settled areas.  Over time, settlement can cause water 

penetration at the building wall.  

() Note: Steel awning (overhead cover) showed signs of extensive 

R16) Back Porch 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

corrosion and / or water related damage. Corrective work is 

recommended by a licensed contractor.    

() The concrete slab appeared to be settled inward toward the 

building. This condition can cause water-related penetration at the 

wall / base areas.  This condition will most likely require correction 

or replacement of the slab.  Recommend further evaluation and 

repair as needed by a qualified / licensed contractor. 

R17) Patio Condition

() Exterior spigot(s) had broken or missing handle(s).  Recommend 

repair/replace as needed.  
NI18) Exterior Spigot(s) 

Condition

Exterior Walls

() The visible and accessible areas of the exterior siding material is 

cinder blocks. Minor cracks / settlement and / or loose mortar joints 

in the exterior cinder blocks siding was observed.  Recommend 

repair / maintenance as needed to prevent possible rain water 

penetration.  For further assistance client is advised to consult with 

a qualified contractor.       

R19) Exterior Siding 

Condition

() The visible and accessible areas of the exterior trim is metal. The 

exterior wood trim was weathered. Caulking and sealing is 

recommended at exterior trim areas, windows, and doors to reduce 

possible rainwater entry. Caulking and sealing should be performed 

on a regular basis. Where present, the material under metal or vinyl 

trim was not visible and the condition could not be determined.          

R20) Exterior Trim 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

Exterior Windows - Doors

() The windows are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. 

() Picture / fixed windows at the main entry door area showed signs 

of significant corrosion to the steel framing. The framing appeared to 

be part of the building's structure. Based on the conditions 

observed, the steel framing is considered to be structurally unstable. 

Corrective work should be performed by a licensed / qualified 

contractor.    

R21) Exterior Windows 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

() The exterior door(s) are metal. The doors appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of the inspection. Self closing 

devices appeared to be missing / damaged on some doors. 

Recommend installation of self closing devices on all exterior doors.  

R22) Exterior Doors 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

6 Common Interior Areas

Walls - Ceilings - Floors

() The stairs appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

the inspection.  
AS23) Basement Stairs 

Condition

() The interior basement walls are drywall.  AS24) Finished Walls 

Condition

() Drop / suspended ceiling type panels were present.  Although 

some tiles were lifted for inspection above, the inspector was unable 

to fully inspect all framing components.  A full inspection would 

require removal of all ceiling panels, which is not performed as part 

of this inspection.      

AS25) Finished Ceilings 

Condition

() The interior floor material is carpet and tiles.  AS26) Finished Floors 

Condition

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.     

  

AS27) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() Furnishings, pictures, wall coverings, and personal items storage 

prevented a full visual inspection of all areas. Conditions can 

change between the time of inspection and closing. Client is advised 

to perform a careful check of all areas during final walk through. 

Client is advised to note any staining or conditions that may not 

have been visible during the time of inspection. Such conditions 

should be brought to your Realtor (if applicable) or Attorney's 

attention prior to closing of this property. The general condition of 

the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and floors 

appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection.   

AS28) General Common 

Areas Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

7 Kitchen

Kitchen Sink - Counter tops - Cabinets

() The visible portion of the kitchen counters appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of the inspection.      
AS29) Counters Condition

() N/A  NA30) Cabinets Condition

() The kitchen faucet leaked / dripped at the time of the inspection.  

Repair is recommended.    
R31) Sink Plumbing 

Condition

() N/A   NA32) Garbage Disposal 

Condition

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior kitchen 

walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() Note: subject property is equipped with grease trap as well as 

commercial style range and hood. These items are not inspected as 

part of this general home inspection.     

AS33) General Kitchen 

Condition
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8 Laundry Room

Plumbing

() The laundry sink appeared to be in serviceable condition at the 

time of the inspection.  
AS34) Laundry Tub - 

Faucet Conditions

() The sample of visible and accessible electrical switches and 

outlets appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. 

  

AS35) Lights - Receptacles

() N/A  NA36) Washer - Dryer 

Conditions

() Laundry room inspection was limited due to the extensive 

personal items storage and/or restricted access.  Moving or 

disturbing personal items is outside the scope of this inspection.  

The visible and accessible areas of the laundry room appeared to 

be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection. For increased 

fire safety, any flexible duct should be replaced with hard metal duct 

to reduce lint build up.  The accumulation of lint can become a fire 

hazard.  Cleaning is recommended on regular basis.     

AS37) General Laundry 

Room Conditions
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9 Main Bathroom

Electrical Conditions

() GFIC (Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit) receptacles (a safety 

device for outlets near water) properly tripped when tested at the 

time of inspection. 

AS38) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() The ventilation appeared to be serviceable at the time of 

inspection. The inspector was unable to locate the outlet or 

discharge point of the bathroom's exhaust fan.

NV39) Vents Fans 

Condition

Shower - Tub - Toilet - Sink

() The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.

() The sinks water shut off valve/s at the men's bathroom appeared 

to have a minor leak. Recommend repair / replacement as needed.          

R40) Sinks - Faucets 

Condition

() The men's showers appeared to be in serviceable condition at the 

time of inspection.

() The women's showers showed evidence of extensive moisture 

damage to the wall / floor tiles. Due to conditions observed, hidden 

damage may exist in areas not visible or readily accessible.  

Recommend further evaluation and repair as needed by a qualified / 

licensed contractor.                

R41) Showers - Tubs 

Condition
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() The men's and women's toilets were loose at the floor (5 total). 

While this condition is somewhat common, it can increase the 

likelihood that some water penetration may occur at the base / wax 

seal area of the floor.  Recommend securing / repair as needed.

() The men's urinals appeared to be leaking at the waste drain area. 

Corrective work is recommended by a licensed plumber.       

R42) Toilets Condition
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() The sample of window(s) tested were operational at the time of 

the inspection.     
AS43) Windows - 

Skylights Condition

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior 

bathrooms walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the 

time of the inspection.   

AS44) General Bathrooms 

Condition
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10 Heating - Air

Heating

() Location of the heating unit is in the utility room.        ***45) Location of Unit

() Heating type is steam / hot water boiler. 

  
***46) Heating Type

() Fuel type is natural gas.   ***47) Fuel Type

() The estimated age of the unit is 40+ years.  ***48) Estimated Age

() The visible areas of the heat distribution system at the common 

areas (kitchen, bathrooms, gym) is baseboards.

() The visible areas of the heat distribution system at the individual 

bedrooms is electric baseboard. 

***49) Distribution Type - 

Condition

() The visible and accessible portion of the venting flue appeared to 

be in serviceable condition at the time of the inspection.  
AS50) Exhaust Flue Type - 

Condition

() N/A  NA51) Humidifier - HRV 

Condition

() The boiler is past the end of its useful life. Evidence of water 

leakage was observed under the boiler. The source of the leakage 

was not determined at the time of inspection as it requires 

destructive methods. Client should consider replacement with a 

modern unit conforming to modern safety standards and 

efficiencies. For further assistance, client is advised to consult with a 

licensed heating and cooling contractor.

() Material similar to the insulation or flue sealant present has been 

known to contain asbestos. Asbestos was commonly used in older 

heating systems.  Determining the presence of asbestos can only 

be confirmed by bulk testing. This is beyond the scope of this 

inspection. 

() Gas leakage was detected at the furnace's shut off valve. 

Pressure testing or evaluation of fuel lines is outside the scope of 

this home inspection.  Client is advised to contact a licensed 

plumber for corrective work.              

R52) General Furnace 

Condition
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Air Condition - Cooling

() Windows or walls air conditioning units were present and are not 

tested as part of our inspection. Only central air conditioning units 

are inspected as part of our services.   

***53) Type of Cooling 

System
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() N/A  NI54) AC Unit Condition
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11 Plumbing

Main Water Line

() The visible material of the main line / pipe appeared to be copper.   AS55) Service Line 

Type(s) - Condition

Water Supply Lines

() The visible material used for the supply lines is copper pipes. The 

visible portions of the supply lines appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.  All of the supply lines were not 

fully visible or accessible at the time of the inspection.   

AS56) Supply Line - 

Type(s) - Condition

Drain - Waste Lines

() The visible portions of the waste lines are cast iron, copper, and 

abs. The visible portions of the waste lines appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of inspection.  All of the waste lines 

were not fully visible or accessible at the time of the inspection.         

AS57) Waste Lines 

Type(s) - Condition

() Pressure and drainage appeared to be adequate at the time of 

inspection.

  

AS58) Pressure - Drainage 

Condition

Water Heater(s)

() The fuel for the water heater is gas.  ***59) Water Heater Type

() The water heater is located at the utility room.  ***60) Water Heater 

Location

() The capacity of the water heater is 200+ gallons.  ***61) Water Heater 

Capacity

() The water heater was operable at the time of inspection. This 

does not however guarantee future performance, operation, or 

condition.

() Note: the flue / exhaust pipe appeared to be corroded. 

Recommend replacement. Consult with a licensed HVAC contractor 

for further assistance.  

() Note: Leakage was observed at the holding tank. The likely cause 

of the leakage may be due to the use of two dissimilar metallic water 

lines without a dielectric union which will create a galvanic reaction 

(corrosion). Corrective work should be considered at some point.

     

R62) Water Heater 

Conditions
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12 Electrical

Service Drop - Weatherhead

() The electrical service is overhead.    AS63) Electrical Service 

Condition

() The main grounding rod or water pipe ground connection was not 

visible or found at the time of the inspection.  Tracing of circuits is 

not performed. Client should consult an electrician for confirmation 

and location of ground.  

NV64) Grounding 

Condition

Main Electrical Panel

() The main electric panel is located at the utility room, kitchen and 

common area (hallway).  
***65) Electrical Panel 

Location

() The panel rating is 200 Amperes each ***66) Panel Amperage 

Rating

() Circuit breakers.  ***67) Circuit Protection 

Type

() A combination of plastic insulated (romex) copper type wire is 

present.        
***68) Wiring Type

() The electrical panels appeared to be in serviceable condition at 

the time of the inspection.   
AS69) Electrical Panel 

Condition
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() GFIC (Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit) receptacles (a safety 

device for outlets near water) are recommended at all bathroom(s), 

kitchen, and exterior.

() Unprofessional / unsafe wiring was observed at the exterior of the 

building.  Recommend further evaluation and repair as needed by a 

licensed electrician.     

S70) GFCI Units
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13 Foundation

Foundation

() Slab on grade***71) Foundation Type

() The visible and accessible areas of the foundation walls are 

cinder blocks.   
***72) Foundation Walls 

Condition

() The foundation floor is concrete.  ***73) Foundation Floors 

Condition

() Typical of this style building, the inspector was unable to fully 

inspect the foundation walls and floors due to the finished interior 

components.  Areas behind the finished walls and ceilings were 

concealed and were not visible or accessible for inspection. Minor 

settling cracks were observed. No immediate concerns were noted 

at the time of inspection. The general condition of the visible and 

accessible areas of the foundation walls and floors appeared to be 

in serviceable condition at the time of the inspection. See grounds 

section for more information. Paint or a waterproof coating  applied 

to the exterior of the foundation walls appeared to be peeling or 

deteriorated. Sealing / painting of the exterior foundation walls is 

recommended.  

R74) General Foundation 

Condition
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14 Unit No. 101

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R75) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS76) Electrical

() N/A  NA77) Plumbing

() N/A  NA78) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS79) General Comments
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15 Unit No. 102

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R80) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS81) Electrical

() N/A  NA82) Plumbing

() N/A  NA83) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS84) General Comments
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16 Unit No. 103

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R85) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS86) Electrical

() N/A  NA87) Plumbing

() N/A  NA88) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS89) General Comments
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17 Unit No. 104

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R90) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS91) Electrical

() N/A  NA92) Plumbing

() N/A  NA93) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS94) General Comments
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18 Unit No. 105

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R95) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS96) Electrical

() N/A  NA97) Plumbing

() N/A  NA98) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS99) General Comments
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19 Unit No. 106

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R100) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS101) Electrical

() N/A  NA102) Plumbing

() N/A  NA103) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS104) General 

Comments
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20 Unit No. 107

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R105) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS106) Electrical

() N/A  NA107) Plumbing

() N/A  NA108) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS109) General 

Comments
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21 Unit No. 108

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

thermal pane window(s) appeared to have lost  their thermal seal.  

Moisture, fogging, and hazing are common signs of this condition.  

While mostly cosmetic, this condition is generally not repairable.  

Correction would require replacement of the window(s) or window 

pane(s). The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R110) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection. This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

() Note: Adequate clearance between all combustible materials and 

baseboards must be maintained at all times.    

S111) Electrical
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() N/A  NA112) Plumbing

() N/A  NA113) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS114) General 

Comments
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22 Unit No. 109

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R115) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS116) Electrical

() N/A  NA117) Plumbing

() N/A  NA118) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS119) General 

Comments
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23 Unit No. 110

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should be 

considered. 

R120) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS121) Electrical

() N/A  NA122) Plumbing

() N/A  NA123) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS124) General 

Comments

49 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 23 Unit No. 110

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 24 Unit No. 111

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

24 Unit No. 111

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R125) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

() Note: Smoke / fire alarm appeared to be missing at the time of 

inspection. Consult with a qualified contractor for further assistance.  

S126) Electrical

() N/A  NA127) Plumbing

() N/A  NA128) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS129) General 

Comments

51 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 24 Unit No. 111

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

52 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 25 Unit No. 112

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

25 Unit No. 112

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R130) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS131) Electrical

() N/A  NA132) Plumbing

() N/A  NA133) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS134) General 

Comments

53 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 26 Unit No. 113

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

26 Unit No. 113

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R135) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS136) Electrical

() N/A  NA137) Plumbing

() N/A  NA138) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS139) General 

Comments

54 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 27 Unit No. 114

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

27 Unit No. 114

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R140) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition. 

() Note: the fire / smoke alarm detector appeared to be missing at 

the time of inspection.   

S141) Electrical

() N/A  NA142) Plumbing

() N/A  NA143) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS144) General 

Comments

55 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 27 Unit No. 114

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 28 Unit No. 115

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

28 Unit No. 115

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R145) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS146) Electrical

() N/A  NA147) Plumbing

() N/A  NA148) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS149) General 

Comments

57 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 29 Unit No.116

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

29 Unit No.116

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS150) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS151) Electrical

() N/A  NA152) Plumbing

() N/A  NA153) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.

AS154) General 

Comments

58 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 30 Unit No. 117

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

30 Unit No. 117

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R155) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

() GFIC (Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit) receptacles (a safety 

device for outlets near water) properly tripped when tested at the 

time of inspection.

() The exhaust fan did not operate or was disconnected. 

Recommend repair as needed by a qualified contractor.          

AS156) Electrical

() The toilet appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.     

AS157) Plumbing

() N/A  NA158) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS159) General 

Comments

59 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 30 Unit No. 117

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 31 Unit No. 118

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

31 Unit No. 118

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should be 

considered. 

R160) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS161) Electrical

() N/A  NA162) Plumbing

() N/A  NA163) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS164) General 

Comments

61 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 31 Unit No. 118

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 32 Unit No. 119

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

32 Unit No. 119

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS165) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS166) Electrical

() N/A  NA167) Plumbing

() N/A  NA168) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.

AS169) General 

Comments

63 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 33 Unit No. 120

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

33 Unit No. 120

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS170) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS171) Electrical

() N/A  NA172) Plumbing

() N/A  NA173) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be missing 

at the time of inspection. Recommend installation of a proper self 

closing device for added fire safety.

S174) General 

Comments

64 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 33 Unit No. 120

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 34 Unit No. 201

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

34 Unit No. 201

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R175) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS176) Electrical

() N/A  NA177) Plumbing

() N/A  NA178) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS179) General 

Comments

66 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 34 Unit No. 201

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 35 Unit No. 202

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

35 Unit No. 202

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R180) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS181) Electrical

() N/A  NA182) Plumbing

() N/A  NA183) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS184) General 

Comments

68 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 35 Unit No. 202

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 36 Unit No. 203

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

36 Unit No. 203

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R185) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS186) Electrical

() N/A  NA187) Plumbing

() N/A  NA188) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS189) General 

Comments

70 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 37 Unit No. 204

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

37 Unit No. 204

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R190) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection with the exception of the receptacle at the west wall. 

Reversed polarity was noted at the time of inspection. Recommend 

corrective work by a licensed electrician.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

S191) Electrical

() N/A  NA192) Plumbing

() N/A  NA193) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS194) General 

Comments

71 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 37 Unit No. 204

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 38 Unit No. 205

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

38 Unit No. 205

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

window was difficult to operate and appeared to be damaged. The 

likely cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

R195) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS196) Electrical

() N/A  NA197) Plumbing

() N/A  NA198) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS199) General 

Comments

73 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 38 Unit No. 205

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 39 Unit No. 206

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

39 Unit No. 206

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R200) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS201) Electrical

() N/A  NA202) Plumbing

() N/A  NA203) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS204) General 

Comments

75 101/



 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 40 Unit No. 207

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

40 Unit No. 207

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R205) Windows - Doors

() Damaged receptacle outlet/s was observed. Recommend 

replacement by a licensed electrician.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

R206) Electrical

() N/A  NA207) Plumbing

() N/A  NA208) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS209) General 

Comments
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 40 Unit No. 207

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 41 Unit No. 208

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   MO = Monitor   |   *** = None

41 Unit No. 208

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R210) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() Note: unprofessional / unsafe wiring was observed at the unit. 

Recommend corrective work by a licensed electrician.  

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

R211) Electrical

() N/A  NA212) Plumbing

() N/A  NA213) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS214) General 

Comments
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42 Unit No. 209

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R215) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS216) Electrical

() N/A  NA217) Plumbing

() N/A  NA218) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS219) General 

Comments
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43 Unit No. 210

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R220) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS221) Electrical

() N/A  NA222) Plumbing

() N/A  NA223) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS224) General 

Comments
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44 Unit No. 211

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

thermal pane window(s) appeared to have lost  their thermal seal.  

Moisture, fogging, and hazing are common signs of this condition.  

While mostly cosmetic, this condition is generally not repairable.  

Correction would require replacement of the window(s) or window 

pane(s). The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R225) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection. This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

AS226) Electrical

() N/A  NA227) Plumbing

() N/A  NA228) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS229) General 

Comments
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45 Unit No. 212

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R230) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS231) Electrical

() N/A  NA232) Plumbing

() N/A  NA233) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS234) General 

Comments
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46 Unit No. 213

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R235) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS236) Electrical

() N/A  NA237) Plumbing

() N/A  NA238) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS239) General 

Comments
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47 Unit No. 214

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes / glass appeared to be broken. Corrective work should be 

considered. 

R240) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS241) Electrical

() N/A  NA242) Plumbing

() N/A  NA243) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS244) General 

Comments
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48 Unit No. 215

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R245) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS246) Electrical

() N/A  NA247) Plumbing

() N/A  NA248) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS249) General 

Comments
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49 Unit No. 216

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R250) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS251) Electrical

() N/A  NA252) Plumbing

() N/A  NA253) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS254) General 

Comments
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50 Unit No. 217

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

window was difficult to operate and appeared to be damaged. The 

likely cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

R255) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS256) Electrical

() N/A  NA257) Plumbing

() N/A  NA258) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS259) General 

Comments
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51 Unit No. 218

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R260) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS261) Electrical

() N/A  NA262) Plumbing

() N/A  NA263) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS264) General 

Comments
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52 Unit No. 219

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. The window/s were difficult to operate / lock. The likely 

cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. No immediate 

concerns were noted at the time of inspection. Corrective work 

should be considered at some point. 

R265) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.  

AS266) Electrical

() N/A  NA267) Plumbing

() N/A  NA268) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS269) General 

Comments
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53 Unit No. 220

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types. The 

window was difficult to operate and appeared to be damaged. The 

likely cause of the condition is improper / poor installation. 

Corrective work should be considered at some point. 

R270) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was not operational at time of inspection. Corrective 

work by a licensed electrician is recommended.  

R271) Electrical

() N/A  NA272) Plumbing

() N/A  NA273) Appliances

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, 

ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

AS274) General 

Comments
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54 Unit No. 221

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS275) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

() GFIC (Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit) receptacles (a safety 

device for outlets near water) properly tripped when tested at the 

time of inspection.

() The exhaust fan did not operate or was disconnected. 

Recommend repair as needed by a qualified contractor.          

AS276) Electrical

() The toilet appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.     

AS277) Plumbing

() N/A  NA278) Appliances

() Evidence of moisture / water related damage was observed at the 

ceiling. The likely cause of the leakage may be due to the poor 

drainage at the flat roof section. The inspector did not observe any 

indication of a leakage at the time of inspection. Recommend 

monitoring area as corrective work may be necessary. The general 

condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and 

floors appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

MO279) General 

Comments
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55 Unit No. 222

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS280) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

AS281) Electrical

() N/A  NA282) Plumbing

() N/A  NA283) Appliances

() Evidence of moisture / water related damage was observed at the 

ceiling. The likely cause of the leakage may be due to the poor 

drainage at the flat roof section. The inspector did not observe any 

indication of a leakage at the time of inspection. Recommend 

monitoring area as corrective work may be necessary. he general 

condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and 

floors appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

MO284) General 

Comments
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56 Unit No. 223

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS285) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

AS286) Electrical

() N/A  NA287) Plumbing

() N/A  NA288) Appliances

() Evidence of moisture / water related damage was observed at the 

ceiling. The likely cause of the leakage may be due to the poor 

drainage at the flat roof section. The inspector did not observe any 

indication of a leakage at the time of inspection. Recommend 

monitoring area as corrective work may be necessary. he general 

condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and 

floors appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

MO289) General 

Comments
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57 Unit No. 224

Interior Observation

() The window/s are energy efficient thermal (dual) pane types.  The 

panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

AS290) Windows - Doors

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.

() The visible areas of the heat system is electric baseboard. The 

heating system was operational at time of inspection.  This is not an 

indication of future operation or condition.

AS291) Electrical

() N/A  NA292) Plumbing

() N/A  NA293) Appliances

() Evidence of moisture / water related damage was observed at the 

ceiling. The likely cause of the leakage may be due to the poor 

drainage at the flat roof section. The inspector did not observe any 

indication of a leakage at the time of inspection. Recommend 

monitoring area as corrective work may be necessary. he general 

condition of the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and 

floors appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection. 

() The main entry steel door appeared to be in serviceable condition 

at the time of inspection. Self closing device appeared to be 

operational at the time of inspection. Periodic adjustment is 

recommended to insure proper closing of the door.  

MO294) General 

Comments
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